We have been creating
platform solutions and
services for mobile network
operators for more than
11 years

250
mln
subscribers

110
Installations
in Russia, CIS
countries
and Europe

70
products

Mobile network operators

Content and service providers

Now the
geography of
our installations
includes 12
countries
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Irkutsk

IT-office

Representative
offices in 6 cities

 Technical support 24/7
 Preparation of product for an installation

 Adapting it to the network’s infrastructure
 Commissioning
 Updating product versions
 Training personnel
 Consulting








Maximum throughput and productivity
High fault-tolerance
Easy integration with any third party solutions
Scalability
Minimal integration period
Affordability

 SC.SMSC
It is a modern, powerful and reliable hardwaresoftware system with failover cluster architecture
and high throughput designed for SMS and USSD
transfer in mobile networks (P2P/A2P).

 SC.USSDC
The system architecture is designed with an idea
of easy integration with any third party system
installed in the mobile network.

 SC.MMSC
Multimedia messages can be sent from mobile
phones, e-mail, web sites, and various external
MMS applications. Moreover, it provides archive,
forwarding, screening, automatic MMS-answer,
and a personal account for managing service.

Free SMSC
This solution is a free, fully
virtualized version of the
SC.SMSC platform. The unique
property of this solution is that
it is free while still supporting
most of the SC.SMSC functions.
SC.Free SMSC is distributed
in the form of a virtual machine
image with all necessary
software already installed.

 SC.Call Completion

 SC.EIR/CMEIR

Voicemail + MCA + Notify Call +
Voice Call Auto Callback + Pay4Me +
Callback an Undefined Caller

The Equipment Identity Register platform is a
hardware and software complex registering
subscribers and their terminals as soon as they
appear in the network.

 SC.Call Screening
This platform is intended for filtering
and redirection of inbound and
outbound voice calls and SMS by using
Black and White lists of telephone
numbers.

 SC.IVR Portal
The platform is a set of easy-to-use
tools for voice portal management.
This solution can be useful both for
MNOs and content providers.

 SC.SS7 Firewall
The platform expands capabilities of standard
switching equipment and prevents intervention
into mobile communication network operation.

 SC.Clearing Manager
The platform is designed for the rapid exchange
and processing of file streams during roaming
relationships (functions of DCH, Data Clearing
House), and the exchange or management of
financial data associated with roaming
(functions of FCH, Financial Clearing House).

 SC.Data&Media Gateway

 SC.Bonus Management

This system measures billing of WAP and
internet traffic depending on content of
data, in contrast to standard billing
methods, which are based on volumes of
consumed data traffic.

End-to-end bonus campaign management
solution.

 SC.Deep Packet Inspection
The platform performs in-depth analysis
of Internet users’ traffic in the networks
of both MNOs and ISPs, and can
selectively manage the data flow of each
subscriber based on this analysis.

 SC.DPI Toolbar
Integrated into the web browser menu
(toolbar) for managing services.

 SC.Business Intelligence
A tool for subscriber database analysis
and marketing campaign management.

 SC.SMS2Voice
This service facilitates delivering text
messages to any number, landline or
mobile, with said messages read out to
the recipient using an intelligent text-tospeech engine.

Strong experience in
 Extremely high load systems
architecture
 Geographically distributed systems
 Creating customized, flexible
solutions up to any customer
criteria
 Projects with world’s largest
telecom companies and holdings
 Affordable solutions

Hardware for aggregation of
multiple GSM channels of
different operators and
transmission for maximum
speed Wi-Fi or Ethernet.

Reducing the load on the
call center and increase
loyalty of subscribers by
chatbot system. Three ways
– voice, message and SMM
(Telegram, Viber,
FB Messenger).

Devices for virtual reality
interaction – gloves and suit.
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